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Question
What messages will show on the LNL-CK? 

Answer

Ready                         You will see this message if the LNL-CK is online and talking with the ISC.
 
System Offline             You will see this when the LNL-CK is offline or not talking with the ISC.

***DISARMED***            The Alarm Mask Group or Intrusion Mask Group is in a disarmed state.

** ARMED AWAY **       The Alarm Mask Group or Intrusion Mask Group is in an armed away state.

** ARMED-STAY **        The Alarm Mask Group or Intrusion Mask Group is in an armed-stay state.

**ARMED-INSTANT**     The Alarm Mask Group or Intrusion Mask Group is in an armed-instant state.

ARMING-EXIT NOW      This will display when an Alarm / Intrusion Mask Group is in the Exit Delay
countdown.

**ALARM**ALARM**      This will display when a point in a Intrusion Mask Group enter a alarmed state.

CANCELLED ALARM    This is displayed when an **ALARM**ALARM** has been acknowledged at the
LNL-CK.

ENTRY: DISARM NOW  This is displayed during the entry delay.  It has a countdown for a time that is
specified in the software.

Denied                         A cardholder will get this if they enter an incorrect PIN that does not have access
to the CK.

Access Granted            A cardholder will get this if they enter a correct PIN and have an Access Level for
the LNL CK.

Not Authorized             A cardholder will get this if they have access at the LNL-CK to get an Access
Granted, but attempt to arm / disarm and do not have authority to arm or disarm the LNL-CK

XX Points Active         This will display when the Alarm / Intrusion Mask Group is in a disarmed state and
a point in the group is in an active state.  XX = the number of points in an active state.  You can also
configure the system to include the name of the active point.



The LNL-CK can also show the current time (including 24 hour format) and can display any custom
message.  There are also a few other things that will look different depending on the Permission
Control that you are using. All of the messages above are when using Advanced Permission Control.  If
the customer is using Global Permission Control then they will see a different message when arming
or disarming. The system will tell them to press 1 to Disarm if the system is in an armed state or to
press 2 to Arm if the system is in a disarmed state.

Applies To
OnGuard (All versions)

 

Additional Information


